“The Cost of Doing More With Less”

Member Discussion Paper #1:

Resourcing the AFP

Message from President
The AFP is at a crossroads. Australia’s
national law enforcement agency is going
through a difficult time.
Whether you are a sworn officer on the frontline,
a Protective Service Officer, a professional
expert or a frontline support worker, you are
living the cost of poor decisions made due to a
lack of long-term vision.
We know that when management fails, the
impact cascades down, affecting our ability to
keep Australians safe and defend our national
interest.
Careers stagnate, work quality deteriorates,
false divisions are created and the sense of
joint missions subsides.
But it doesn’t have to be this way.
The AFP has the potential to build a modern
law enforcement agency that can meet
the challenges of the future by combining
the best of policing and criminology in a
respectful and supportive environment.
Every three years the AFP workforce gets
a chance to have a say in the way the
organisation works. The Enterprise Agreement
is the legal document that sets your
employment ground rules.
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It covers your wages, conditions and a lot
more – including your career progression and
compensation for extended work times.
Negotiations for the Enterprise Agreement are
not made in a vacuum, they are informed and
constrained by resourcing levels and broader
organisational objectives, particularly around
the adaptation of new technology.
Through the AFPA, sworn officers, PSOs and
professional staff can all have formal input
and ultimate sign-off on the final shape of the
agreement.

Resourcing in Focus:
Sustaining the National interest
The Australian Federal Police’s mission is to
‘protect Australians and Australia’s interests’.
These are fine words that the AFP’s workforce
of over 6,000 commit to every day.
But we embrace that mission with a constantly
contracting budget, packaged under the
guise of the Federal Government’s ‘efficiency
dividend’.

What is the “efficiency dividend”?
The efficiency dividend is a requirement that
the vast majority of government agencies
return a reduced fixed proportion of spending
year on year.

Since the introduction of the efficiency dividend
over 30 years ago, different governments have
set the target at different levels. The current level
is set at 2.5 percent which forced the AFP to find
savings of more than $39 million in 2017/18.
The cumulative impact of this mechanism is
that more than half a billion dollars has been
stripped out of the AFP operation budget since
the agency’s inception.
In May 2018 the former AFP Commissioner,
Andrew Colvin, admitted to Senate Estimates
that he would have to start looking at which
functions the AFP would need to sacrifice in
order to work within the reduced budget.

The Last Decade Under the Dividend
Financial Year
2008 - 09

Efficiency Dividend
3.25%

Departmental
Appropriations
(AFP Operational Expenses)
1,482,176,000

Savings AFP
Required to Find
$48,170,720.00

Rudd

2009 - 10

1.25%

1,653,627,000

$20,670,337.50

Rudd

2010 - 11

1.25%

1,581,293,000

$19,766,162.50

Gillard

2011 - 12

1.50%

1,550,700,000

$23,260,500.00

Gillard

2012 - 13

4.00%

1,540,680,000

$61,627,200.00

Gillard

2013 - 14

1.25%

1,584,539,000

$19,806,737.50

Abbott

2014- 15

2.50%

1,630,094,000

$40,752,350.00

Abbott

2015 - 16

2.50%

1,607,391,000

$40,184,775.00

Turnbull

2016 - 17

2.50%

1,524,152,000

$38,103,800.00

Turnbull

2017 - 18

2.50%

1,576,384,000

$39,409,600.00

Turnbull

DISCLAIMER: Calculated on total Departmental Appropriations, as per AFP Annual Reports

“It feels like the AFP is being wound up – we’re saying ‘no’ to
more and ‘yes’ to far less” – (AFPA member)
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The Price of ‘Efficiency’
AFPA members around the nation are experiencing first-hand the price of cost-cutting
every day. Here’s some feedback from our members.
Insufficient Staffing
Across the agency a shortage of staff is having
an impact on health and well-being, leading to
burn out, depression and anxiety:

»»Extreme pressure to perform tasks
»»
»»

within tight timeframes necessitating
zero breaks over many hours
Officers hurt on duty when attending
incidents one-up
Teams routinely working under-strength
and without appropriate back-up

Incomplete Work
Because of resourcing constraints important
work is just not getting done:

»»Blow-outs in response times
»»Insufficient staff to execute search
warrants and carry out surveillance
»»Jobs rejected by management because
»»
»»

it would require driving that can’t be
compensated
Lack of follow-up on inquiries
Neglecting paperwork and staff
development to focus on undermanned
frontline duties

Information technology
Spending constraints means the AFP is not
working on a platform required for a national
police force:

»»Laptops lacking the necessary software
»»Canberra databases do not work in realtime for regions
»»AFP PROMIS database is outdated
»»Case management system hinders
intelligence function
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»»Inadequately trained junior officers
attending jobs
»»Aviation officers relying on state police
for back-up

Case study
Lack of staff for search warrants meant
insufficient police to safely clear target
premises while also providing cover for
alternate exit routes.

Case study
Resourcing in ACT is so stretched that
victims of crime are juggled between
stations to find officers available
to take statements. ACT officers
describe their work as ‘job to job’, full
day shifts away from the station all
day without a break to discover they
are the only car available to attend
another job.

»»The 20th century IT systems are not fit

for purpose, particularly in cyber crime.
Case study

Poor software and infrastructure has
resulted in the loss of classified child
exploitation material, requiring the
material to be viewed and classified
numerous times.

Vehicles
There are a litany of concerns with the state of
the AFP fleet, including:

»»Lack of cars to meet community needs,
»»
»»
»»
»»

often meaning officers delay start of shift
until a vehicle is available
Large percentage of operational vehicles
do not meet Australian Safety standards
Poorly wired electricals in operational
vehicles that spark when the door is
opened
Non-functioning emergency lights on
vehicles when attending an accident
Closure of Fleet Management in
Melbourne pushing responsibility back
onto sworn officers

Property
Across the AFP facilities are being allowed to
run down, often with dangerous consequences:

»»Lack of fume hoods impacting ability to
analyse seized drugs
»»Lack of boom-gates at stations
»»Lack of holding cells, CCTV or lockable
doors in Melbourne Office
»»Leaks and burst water pipes
»»Lack of mobile coverage in some offices
»»Christmas Island station closed due to
asbestos issues

Equipment
Officers are reporting they lack the basic field
equipment to carry out their work:

»»Lack of shields and shield training
»»Lack of torches, safety wands and traffic
cones for night traffic duties
»»Failure of police radio, field staff forced
to rely on mobile phones
»»Covert holsters that are not covert
»»Expired and incomplete first aid kits in
vehicles
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Case study
An offender was being transported
in a caged vehicle with faulty airconditioning. The offender had been
sprayed with OC spray and the gas was
being dispersed through the vehicle,
affecting officers in the process.
Officers were informed to turn the aircon off, but the system was connected
to the in-car camera, meaning they
would have not been able to monitor
the offender. So to meet their legal
obligations officers were forced to
subject themselves to OC spray.

»»Drug contamination issues in several
major offices

Case study
Failing lighting in the Brisbane Office
compromised an investigation when an
interview had to be terminated due to
flickering light. Relocating the interview
three times, undermined rapport and
willingness to talk.

Case study
Officers undertook operational activity in
an area in which neither police radio nor
mobile phones had adequate reception,
leaving the officers uncontactable for
periods of time.

Operation Recognition: Discussion Board
Issues for Feedback
How is resourcing impacting on your ability to do your job?
Are you aware of work not being completed because of a lack of resources?
Would you be prepared to support a campaign to seek AFP exemption from the
efficiency dividend?
If so what would you be prepared to do?

Let us know!

»»At an upcoming AFPA workplace muster
»»Through our AFPA website: www.afpa.org.au
»»Or via email: afpa@afpa.org.au
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